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                                        Find the perfect electric fireplace. 
Transform your room. 
Live Stylishly ever after.
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                                            Finding an electric fireplace specialist can be challenging. With our electric fireplace selection and hands-on experience, it’s easy to find the perfect electric fireplace for your stylish new room.

At Stylish Fireplaces, we understand the desire to bring comfort and style together, without compromising safety or the environment. In order to do that, you want to design around an electric fireplace that will transform your room into a welcoming space for family and friends.

The problem is, most hearth dealers know little or nothing about electric fireplaces, and their gas fireplaces are not going to help with your safety and environmental concerns. Not only are their products tricky to install, most hearth dealers lack the renovation and design experience to understand your vision for the fireplace feature. You’ve looked online, but those call centers lack hands-on experience with the products. Now you’re feeling confused, overwhelmed and frustrated. We’ve heard it all before, from thousands of customers over the years, and across Canada.

We believe that it shouldn’t be so hard to get your perfect electric fireplace. We understand how challenging it is to find a quality electric fireplace — we hear it from clients just like you every day. That’s why we specialize in electric fireplaces, with a curated selection of brands and styles to suit a wide range of fireplace designs and budgets. We are also NFI Certified Hearth Design Specialists, with over 25 years of design and renovation experience. We understand all types of fireplaces, and we choose to specialize in electric fireplaces, and nothing else.

So, Shop Electric Fireplaces now or download our Free Guide, “5 Things you Need to Know to Before You Buy a New Fireplace.” Save yourself the frustration of shopping with hearth dealers who don’t know or understand electric fireplaces. Our experts are ready to help you find the perfect electric fireplace for that stylish new room.

                

            

        


	    
    

    



    


        

        
        
            
                                        
                            

                            
                                Safe for children, pets, and seniors
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                                Less expensive than a gas fireplace

                            

                        

                        
                                            
                            

                            
                                Easier and more flexible installation
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	                            Browse our fireplaces. Take advantage of our showroom in person or through our videos.
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	                            Connect with one of our experts. By chat, phone, or email, ask questions and get advice. Or, schedule a virtual visit to discuss a project.
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	                            Buy your perfect electric fireplace.  Take delivery today or let us hold it until you need it.


	                        
	                        
		                    


	                    


                    


                
            


            
        

    




            

                
                                    

                
                
                    

                        
                        
                        
                        
                                                        
                                
	                            
                                        
                                            

                                            
        
                


            
            
                            Find the Perfect Fireplace for Your Space

            
            
                            
                How can you live stylishly ever after if you buy the wrong fireplace? Our quiz will help you narrow down the options with a few simple questions.
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                        In-Stock Fireplaces

                        In a hurry? These products are in our warehouse, ready to ship.
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                        Shop this area for periodic sales, floor models, demo units, scratch & dent models, and end of lines.
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                        Videos with expert product reviews and tips, filmed at our showroom.
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	                                            I would highly recommend Stylish Fireplaces to anyone looking to purchase a fireplace. The customer service has been WAY beyond my expectations from before I even placed my order to the follow-up to ensure I was satisfied after reception. The prices are competitive and the customer service is tops. Don’t waste time looking elsewhere. 
— Heather W, Saint-Lazare, QC
	                                        

	                                    

	                                

	                            

	                        


	                    	                        
	                            
	                                
                                        	                                    
	                                        
	                                            I absolutely love our new fireplace!! Thank you for supporting this transformation. You and your teams were professional and did a fabulous job!! I feel very fortunate and very glad we found you.
— Sandy W., Whitby, ON
	                                        

	                                    

	                                

	                            

	                        


	                    	                        
	                            
	                                
                                        	                                    
	                                        
	                                            We absolutely love our fireplace. In addition, your prices and customer service can’t be beat. Have never left a review before but would highly recommend you folks to anybody.
— Valerie D., Sooke, BC
	                                        

	                                    

	                                

	                            

	                        


	                    	                        
	                            
	                                
                                        	                                    
	                                        
	                                            Have received my order within two days of shipping. I’m very pleased with the insert as it fits and looks great. So simple, I installed it myself. Thank you so much for the wonderful service. I’m very impressed with your company.
— Elaine F., Halifax, NS
	                                        

	                                    

	                                

	                            

	                        


	                    	                        
	                            
	                                
                                        	                                    
	                                        
	                                            Thank you very much for your follow up!  We love the fireplace and enjoy it. I’d like to thank you and your team for the very good service we get from you. It’s very rare to get that level of service.
— Eric B., La Tuque, QC
	                                        

	                                    

	                                

	                            

	                        


	                    	                        
	                            
	                                
                                        	                                    
	                                        
	                                            Our order has arrived in perfect condition. Thanks for the fantastic service. We had contacted 5 dealers in our area & did not receive the same level of customer service your company supplied… 
— Robert C, Lantzville, BC
	                                        

	                                    

	                                

	                            

	                        


	                    	                        
	                            
	                                
                                        	                                    
	                                        
	                                            This is our 2nd purchase we’ve made through Stylish. Such a professional team to work with. Would not go anywhere else. 10/10.
— Cindy H., Mississauga, ON
	                                        

	                                    

	                                

	                            

	                        


	                    	                        
	                            
	                                
                                        	                                    
	                                        
	                                            Judy and I thank you very much for your patient, professional, competent, and thorough review of fireplaces to suit our needs. Your shop has a nice ambience and shows off the variety of choices without being cluttered or overpowering.
— Gerry M.
	                                        

	                                    

	                                

	                            

	                        


	                    	                        
	                            
	                                
                                        	                                    
	                                        
	                                            We love our new fireplace!! Looks amazing and a great source of heat with the 240v circuit. 
— Jeff G., Welland, ON
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                            About Stylish Fireplaces

            
            
                            
                We sell electric fireplaces exclusively and have done so for over 20 years. 

Nobody knows more about electric fires than we do, and we’re happy to share what we know with you.
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                    Latest from our Stylish Blog

                

            

        

    
    
    

        

            
                        

                                    

            

                

                    
                    
                        

                    


                    
                    

                        
                        How to Choose a Small Electric Fireplace for your Apartment — 5 Pro Tips
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                                If you rent an apartment or own a condo these days, there’s …                            
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                        6 Reasons to Upgrade Your Home with a Built-in Electric Fireplace
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                                When you think of electric fireplaces, do you only envision them as …                            
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                        Fireplace Review: Napoleon Astound built-in LED electric fireplace
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                                Astound represents a new direction for Napoleon electric fireplaces. It’s a luxury …                            
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                         20 hours ago 

                    

                


                                    
                        Some   projects   go   faster   than   others.   Some   installations   go   smoother   than   others.   We've   learned   to   prepare   as   much   as   we   can   to   avoid   obvious   problems,   but   ultimately,   when   installation   day   comes   along,   we   have   to   roll   with   the   punches.   In   this   case,   the   electrician   didn't   connect   the   line…  before   installation.   That   meant   we   couldn't   test   the   fireplace.   And   it   was   over   an   hour   away.   It   all   worked   out   in   the   end,   and   our   client   was   appreciative.    
  
 #electricfireplace   #electricfireplaces   #fireplaces   #fireplace   #fireplacemakeover   #fireplacegoals   #fireplaceideas   #fireplacelove   #customerservice   #customer   #customerexperience   #retail   #ecommerce   #ecommercetips   #ecommercebusiness   #shopsmall   #shopsmallbusiness   #testimonial
                    

                
                
                    
                                            
                            

                                
                                    
                                    

                                


                                
                                                                            Some   projects   go   faster   than   others.   Some   installations   go   smoother   than   others.   We've   learned   to   prepare   as   much   as   we   can   to   avoid   obvious   problems,   but   ultimately,   when   installation   day   comes   along,   we   have   to   roll   with   the   punches.   In   this   case,   the   electrician   didn't   connect   the   line…  before   installation.   That   meant   we   couldn't   test   the   fireplace.   And   it   was   over   an   hour   away.   It   all   worked   out   in   the   end,   and   our   client   was   appreciative.   
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                        The Entice series from @napoleonfireplace has been updated. Here's what's new, and what's not.
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                                                                            The Entice series from @napoleonfireplace has been updated. Here's what's new, and what's not.
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                        Thanks   to   David   and   Brenda   in   Calgary,   for   sharing   a   photo   of   their   finished   fireplace   wall   with   our   extra-slim   PLF4214-XS   from    @dimplex_northamerica    They   describe   their   home   as   a   small   bungalow,   so   the   ability   to   keep   the   depth   of   the   wall   to   4-inches   was   a   major   factor   in   choosing   their   new  …fireplace.    Well   done! 
  
 #electricfireplace   #electricfireplaces   #fireplacedesign   #fireplacedecor   #fireplaces   #fireplace   #fireplacemakeover   #fireplacemantel   #fireplacegoals   #fireplaceideas   #fireplacelove   #fireplaceinspo   #fireplacesofinstagram   #modernfireplace   #renovator   #renovators   #builders   #renovation   #renovationproject   #remodeling   #homeimprovement   #homeimprovementprojects   #homeimprovementideas   #homeimprovements
                    

                
                
                    
                                            
                            

                                
                                    
                                    

                                


                                
                                                                            Thanks   to   David   and   Brenda   in   Calgary,   for   sharing   a   photo   of   their   finished   fireplace   wall   with   our   extra-slim   PLF4214-XS   from    @dimplex_northamerica    They   describe   their   home   as   a   small   bungalow,   so   the   ability   to   keep   the   depth   of   the   wall   to   4-inches   was   a   major   factor   in   choosing   their   new  …fireplace.    Well   done!
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                        What's the right width for your mantel ledges above the fireplace? We have a few guidelines. 
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                                                                            What's the right width for your mantel ledges above the fireplace? We have a few guidelines. 
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                        Regardless   of   the   crazy   weather,   it   is   officially   Spring   in   Canada.   If   you   have   plans   to   update   your   patio,   don't   forget   the   power   of   an   electric   fireplace   to   draw   people   in.   There   are   lots   of   outdoor-rated   models   available,   with   heat   when   you   want   it,   and   flames   without   heat   when   the  …temperatures   soar.   Find   them   on   our   website   or   in   our   showroom.   [link   in   bio] 
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                                                                            Regardless   of   the   crazy   weather,   it   is   officially   Spring   in   Canada.   If   you   have   plans   to   update   your   patio,   don't   forget   the   power   of   an   electric   fireplace   to   draw   people   in.   There   are   lots   of   outdoor-rated   models   available,   with   heat   when   you   want   it,   and   flames   without   heat   when   the  …temperatures   soar.   Find   them   on   our   website   or   in   our   showroom.   [link   in   bio]
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                        What   are   the   advantages   of   built-in   electric   fireplaces?   If   you   think   all   electric   fireplaces   just   hang   on   the   wall   and   plug   in,   you're   missing   out   on   features   that   will   transform   your   project.   We   have   all   the   details   on   our   latest   blog   post.   [link   in   bio] 
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                                                                            What   are   the   advantages   of   built-in   electric   fireplaces?   If   you   think   all   electric   fireplaces   just   hang   on   the   wall   and   plug   in,   you're   missing   out   on   features   that   will   transform   your   project.   We   have   all   the   details   on   our   latest   blog   post.   [link   in   bio]
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                        Recently   delivered:   We   created   this   custom   fireplace   cabinet   to   look   like   a   traditional   fireplace,   with   secret   storage   for   electronics.   If   you   have   a   Samsung   Frame   TV,   you   know   that   the   'brain'   is   tethered   to   the   TV   and   needs   a   place   to   rest   nearby.   The   top   panel   above   the   fire   flips   down…  at   the   touch   of   a   finger,   revealing   a   storage   shelf.   The   fireplace   insert   is   the   XHD33L   from    @dimplex_northamerica    
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                                                                            Recently   delivered:   We   created   this   custom   fireplace   cabinet   to   look   like   a   traditional   fireplace,   with   secret   storage   for   electronics.   If   you   have   a   Samsung   Frame   TV,   you   know   that   the   'brain'   is   tethered   to   the   TV   and   needs   a   place   to   rest   nearby.   The   top   panel   above   the   fire   flips   down…  at   the   touch   of   a   finger,   revealing   a   storage   shelf.   The   fireplace   insert   is   the   XHD33L   from    @dimplex_northamerica   
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                        Ordering   a   fireplace   online,   and   having   it   shipped   across   the   country,   takes   confidence.   We   love   hearing   that   clients   are   happy   with   their   selection,   so   we   work   hard   to   be   sure   they   pick   the   right   fireplace   for   their   needs.   Luckily,   we   have   a   showroom   right   here,   so   we've   seen   and   installed  …them   all.    
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                        Thanks   to   Fabrice   in   Varennes,   QC,   for   sharing   a   photo   of   his   new   fireplace,   featuring   our   72-TRV-XT   from   @amantiifireplaces    It's   an   extra-tall,   3-sided   fireplace.   We   love   the   combination   of   rustic   stone   with   modern   decor.   What   a   cozy   space!    
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                        Just a reminder that we are closed for Good Friday, but open on Easter Monday. We hope everyone is enjoying time with family and friends.
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                        If   you   have   an   old   wood-burning   fireplace   that   isn't   being   used,   there's   no   need   to   stare   at   a   black   hole.   Electric   log   sets   fit   inside   most   masonry   fireplaces,   and   just   plug   in.   Most   have   heaters   and   blowers,   as   well.   Best   of   all,   there's   no   need   to   keep   the   flue   propped   open,   like  …there   is   with   a   gas   log   set.   Just   add   a   screen   or   doors,   and   your   old   fireplace   will   have   a   new   lease   on   life.   (This   is   the   Revillusion   log   set   from    @dimplex_northamerica    in   a   photo   from   Roberta   in   Guelph.) 
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                        Here are our top reasons why you need to consider built-in electric fireplaces for your project.
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                        Thanks   to    @resourcefurnitureto    for   sharing   this   photo   of   our   Ignite   XLF60   by    @dimplex_northamerica    installed   in   their   custom   cabinetry   for   a   client   at   Friday   Harbour.   Electric   fireplaces   are   sooooo   easy   to   install   into   millwork,   because   they   are   zero-clearance.   Go   ahead   and   design   anything   you  …like,   and   we'll   help   you   find   the   perfect   fire   to   complete   it.    
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                        Quality   doesn't   cost,   it   pays!   Rosemary   bought   an   electric   fireplace   by    @dimplex_northamerica   —   a   brand   she   knew   and   loved.   When   it   had   a   problem   shortly   after   installation,   she   had   complete   confidence   that   all   issues   would   be   resolved,   and   they   were,   thanks   to   our   team   and   a   great  …manufacturer.    
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                        Happy   Monday!   Thanks   to   Dominic,   in   Aurora,   for   sharing   this   photo   of   his   beautiful   new   fireplace   with   our   Ignite   XLF5017   Bold   by    @dimplex_northamerica    in   a   custom   stone   surround.   We   love   how   they   were   able   to   work   around   the   air   return   and   electrical   outlet,   while   still   creating   a   stunning  …feature.    
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                        If   you   are   a   DIY   renovator   or   interior   decorating   enthusiast,   you'll   love   working   with   electric   fireplaces.   They   are   zero-clearance,   which   means   your   wall   materials   don't   have   to   be   non-combustible.   They   connect   to   120-volt   electrical   lines,   and   most   can   be   plugged   in.   There   are   even   some…  models   that   are   designed   to   be   on   or   against   the   wall,   rather   than   built-in.   (This   example   is   courtesy   of   Mirabel   in   Victoria,   BC.) 
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                        Throwback   Thursday:   This   photo   is   from   2011,   back   when   we   used   to   build   a   lot   of   these   custom   cabinets.   At   that   time,   a   big   TV   was   50-inches,   and   most   of   us   had   smaller   TVs.   This   cabinet   was   designed   to   look   like   a   regular   traditional   fireplace,   with   hidden   storage   at   the   sides,   and   a   media   shelf  …hidden   behind   the   center   panel.   That   center   panel   was   made   with   painted   Plexiglas,   so   the   remote   could   operate   the   cable   box   or   DVD   player   (remember   those?)   without   opening   the   panel.   It's   a   great   reminder   of   the   zero-clearance   advantage   of   an   electric   fireplace.    
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                        Astound   is   a   new   premium   electric   fireplace   from    @napoleonfireplace   .   It   is   unlike   any   previous   Napoleon   electric   fire,   with   added   depth,   a   new   flame,   and   gorgeous   logs   and   ember   media.   We've   got   all   the   relevant   details   in   our   latest   post   on   the   Stylish   Blog.   [link   in   bio] 
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                        Did   you   know   that   we   have   a   team   member   whose   primary   responsibility   is   to   assist   clients   who   have   service   and   warranty   issues?   Some   of   our   manufacturers   provide   their   own   warranty   service;   others   rely   on   us   as   their   dealer   to   provide   that   service.   For   ALL   of   our   clients,   our   Warranty   &   Service…  Supervisor   is   the   first   point   of   contact.   He   ensures   that   the   issue   is   resolved,   whether   we   are   directly   responsible   or   not.   This   testimonial   is   from   a   client   who   experienced   Jonathan's   assistance   first-hand.    
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                        Thanks   to   Joanna,   in   Thornton,   ON,   for   sharing   a   photo   of   her   Revillusion   fireplace   insert   from    @dimplex_northamerica   .   We   love   the   brick   treatment   here!   Joanna   says   "It’s   so   realistic,   I   can’t   believe   it’s   electric!"   We   couldn't   agree   more.    
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                    GET OUR FREE EXPERT GUIDE

5 Things You Need to Know Before Buying a Fireplace

As NFI Certified Hearth Design Specialists, we are experts at helping you find the right fireplace. Sign up for email tips and get our Free Guide right away.
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                    Helping Canadians live stylishly ever after.

                

            

            
                
                    Owned & Operated by Time For a Change Inc.

8301 Jane Street, Unit 9

Vaughan, ON L4K 5P3

Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday  9 – 5

Wednesday  10 – 5
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5 Things you need to know before buying a fireplace

As NFI Certified Hearth Design Specialists, we are experts at helping you find the right fireplace. Sign up for email tips and get our Free Guide right away.
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5 Things You Need to Know Before You Buy a New Fireplace

As NFI Certified Hearth Design Specialists, we are experts at helping you buy a fireplace. Sign up for email tips and get our Free Guide right away.
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